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Upgrading to Natty in Beta
Unity UI

➔ Workspaces
➔ BFB
➔ Panel
➔ Launcher
➔ Dash
➔ Lenses
Shortcuts to Live By!

Hold Super – Invokes Launcher
Super + Num 0-9 – Opens app in launcher
Super + Shift + Num 0-9 – Opens a new instance of app.
Alt + F1 – Keyboard focus on launcher, use arrow keys to select app.
Ctrl + Alt + T – Opens a terminal.
Super + T – Opens trash.
Tap Super – Opens Dash
Super + A – Opens Applications place
Super + F – Opens Files place
Super + S – Zooms out on all workspaces
Super + W – Displays all windows in all workspaces
Super + D – Minimize all windows
Ctrl + Alt + Arrow Keys – Switch workspaces
Lenses

**Gwibber Lens**

```
sudo add-apt-repository ppa:gwibber-team/ppa
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get install unity-lens-gwibber
```

**Reddit Lens**

```
https://launchpad.net/reddit-lens
bzr branch lp:reddit-lens
cd reddit-lens
sudo python setup.py install --prefix=/usr
```
Indicator Applets

Ubuntu One

sudo add-apt-repository ppa:rye/ubuntuone-extras
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get install ubuntuone-indicator

Caffeine

sudo add-apt-repository ppa:caffeine-developers/ppa
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get install caffeine
The Long Road Ahead

NOT customizable enough – This is Linux after all

Hard to find things

Advertising for apps in the Dash – Not Cool

Power Issues – Linux Kernel 2.6.38 bug

Dual Monitor Issues

Not quite there yet for Power Users
Last Thoughts

Bleeding Edge

Rushed?

Gnome 2 will no longer be supported in 11.10

Gnome 3 is very similar to Unity - lesser of two evils?
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